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What’s new….
 Data size shifts (102 -> 108 elements)

(Complexity??)

 Different domains (biology, info-structures,
infrastructures, social, scientometrics)

   (universality ??)

 Large scale longitudinal studies (time series)
   (dynamical modeling??)



Many complex systems (from the molecular level to the
scale of large communications infrastructures) can be
regarded as a collection of inhomogeneously and
generically interacting units.
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World-wide airport networkWorld-wide airport network



>99% of total traffic

Barrat, Barthélemy, Pastor-Satorras, 
Vespignani. PNAS (2004)

 complete IATA database

  V = 3100 airports
  E = 17182 weighted edges
  wij   #seats / year

World-wide airport networkWorld-wide airport network
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The World-Wide Web

 Virtual network to
find and share
information

 Web pages
 Hyperlinks



Once upon a time there was the
physical Internet….



The Internet growth
 1997

 3112 AS
 2000

 9107 AS

 In 1999:
 3410 new AS
 1713 lost  AS

Self-organizing and evolving system



Deployement of measurement tools

Traceroute-like based tools map the paths to selected IP address
from a testing host.

Testing host

= spanning tree
• One path to each node

• NO cross-paths

Burch & Cheswick (1999)

Active

Passive
Inspection of routing tables and paths stored in routers
Packet sampling



Measurements infrastructures

Merging partial spanning tress from multiple sources

Internet tomography
Claffy et al (1999).



•CAIDA
•NLANR
•RouteViews
•RIPE
•IPM
•PingER
•Dimes   (distributed)

Topology and performance
measurement  projects/infrastructure

 General Statistics
 Total Users 3706
 Total Agents6826
 Countries with Users 86
 Continents with Users All
 ASes (Networks) 21 651
 AS Links  177 031
 Total Measurements Done 732 300 870



DIMES in the US



different 
granularities

A network is a system that allows its
abstract/mathematical
representation as a  graph
Vertices (nodes) = elements of the system

Edges (links) = interactions/relations among 
                          the elements of the system



Caida



CAIDA AS  cross section map



Statistical Characterization 

Basic topological measurements

•Shortest path length (diameter)

•Centrality (degree, betweeness, etc.)

•Clustering, correlations ……..



Degree distribution in Internet
graphs
 Skewed
 Heterogeneity and high

variability
 Very large fluctuations
    (variance>>average)
 Various fits : power-

law+cut-off; Weibull etc.



Heavy tailed statistical
distribution (degree etc.)

P(k) = probability that a
node has k  links

P(k) ~ k -γ

• <k>= const
• <k2> → ∞

Scale-free properties Diverging fluctuations





 Higher order statistical characterization….



Multi-point correlations
P(k,k’)

•0-dimensional projection  (pearson coefficient)
                                                                           M. Newman (2002)

•One-dimensional projection (average nearest neighbor degree)
 Pastor-Satorras & A.V. (2001)

•Three dimensional analysis
                   Maslov&Sneppen (2002)



Average nearest neighbors degree

knn(i) =      Σj kj 
1
ki

Correlation spectrum:
Average over degree classes   < knn(k)> 

Multi-point correlations
P(k,k’)



Degree
correlation
function

< knn(k)> = Σk’ k’ p(k’|k)

k

 Assortative behaviour: growing knn(k)
Example: social networks
Large sites are connected with large sites

 Disassortative behaviour: decreasing knn(k)
Example: internet
Large sites connected with small sites



Degree correlation 
function< knn(k)> = Σk’ k’ p(k’|k)

Highly degree ASs
connect to low degree
ASs

Low degree ASs connect
to high degree ASs

No hierarchy for the router map
Pastor S atorras, Vazquez
&Vespignani,
PRL 87, 258701 (2001)





Clustering coefficient = connected peers will 
      likely know each other

C =
# of links between 1,2,…k neighbors

k(k-1)/2

1

2

3

n

Higher probability to be connected



Clustering spectrum

Clustering spectrum

This is equivalent to a Three-points correlation function…..



ClusteringClustering  SpectrumSpectrum in the Internet in the Internet
Clustering coefficient  as a function of
the vertex degree

Highly degree ASs bridge not connected regions of the Internet 
Low degree ASs have links with highly interconnected regions of the Internet 

Vazquez et al. 
Physical Review E 65, 066130 (2002).





Rich-Club coefficient
Fraction of edges shared by nodes of degree >k with respect to the 
Maximum allowed number.

Increasing interconnectivity 
for increasing k

Rich-club phenomenon??





Normalized rich-club
coefficient

It is possible to show that for a completely uncorrelated
network

Coefficient of the maximally 
randomized equivalent graph

NO rich club phenomenon

V.Colizza et al.



K-core decomposition

K-shell

K-shell

K-shell



K-core structure…



http://xavier.informatics.indiana.edu/lanet-vi



Betweenness centrality = # of shortest paths traversing a vertex or edge
(flow of information ) if each individuals send a message to all other   
individuals

Non-local measure of
centrality



Beteweenness Probability
distribution

Heavy-tailed and highly heterogeneous



What about modeling….



Scale-free topology generators

INET (Jin, Chen, Jamin)

BRITE  (Medina & Matta)

Classical topology generators

•Waxman generator

•Structural generators
Transit-stub
Tiers 

Exponentially
Bounded
Degree distributions

Modeling of the Network structure with ad-hoc algorithms
tailored on the properties we consider more relevant



What about the degree distribution ? 

Heavy tails ?

Static construction

Molloy-reed
Position model
Hidden variables 
Etc. 

Generalized random graphs with pre-assigned degree distribution



Exponential random graphs

 Probability of a given realization X

 θi = set of model parameters
 κ(θi)= normalization factor

           Parameters θi to be estimated from the real data
(vast traditions in the social literature/ large amount of

techniques)
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Shift of focus:

Static construction Dynamical evolution 

Direct problem

Evolution rules Emerging topology

Inverse problem

Given topology Evolution rules



Non-equilibrium

 Non-equilibrium situations are those in which
the maximum entropy approach fails

 Enlarging phase space (growing networks),
non-stationary states, absorbing states.



Master equation
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i.e. the dynamical rules governing the evolution from one configuration 
to the other (transition rates/probability)



P(k) ~k-3

The rich-get-richer mechanism    
                                                                           (Barabasi& Albert 1999)



Continuous approximations

Average degree value that the node born at time s has a time t

Evolution equation

{ }

Degree distribution 

Krapivsky& Redner (2001); Dorogovtsev& Mendes (2001)



 BA is a conceptual model….

 It has not been thought to model the
Internet (or any specific system)

 More details/realism/ingredients needed

(Why is it always considered for direct
comparison ???)



COPY MODEL

Dynamical evolution Preferential attachment 
component

Degree distribution



More models

•Generalized BA model 

      (Redner et al. 2000)

                       (Mendes & Dorogovstev 2000)

                       (Albert et al.2000)
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Non-linear preferential attachment :   Π(k) ~ kα

Initial attractiveness : Π(k) ~ A+kα

Rewiring

•Highly clustered
(Eguiluz & Klemm 2002)

•Fitness Model 
(Bianconi et al. 2001)

•Multiplicative noise
                (Huberman & Adamic 1999)



Heuristically Optimized Trade-offs (HOT)
Papadimitriou et al. (2002)

New vertex i connects to vertex  j by minimizing the function
                                Y(i,j) = α d(i,j) + V(j)
d= euclidean distance
V(j)= measure of centrality 

Optimization of conflicting objectives



Model validation……
 Correlations

 Clustering

 Hierarchies (k-cores, modularity etc.)

 ………..



Clustering spectrumCorrelation
spectrum



Clustering spectrum

Correlation spectrum



Rich-club coefficient



K-core structure



http://xavier.informatics.indiana.edu/lanet-vi



E-R modelE-R model  







Implications/applications

 Spreading, Diffusion and
Finding

 Epidemic modeling
 Behavioral patterns
 Competition/evolution
 Search algorithm
 Ranking algorithms

 Resilience and robustness
 Avalanche
 Congestions
 Adaptive control

Stages of an epidemic outbreak



Stages of an epidemic outbreak

t

Infected individuals => prevalence/incidence



R (removed)

S (susceptible)

Compartmental models 

Homogeneous mixing assumption 

t=1 t=2 t=4 t=8

λ µ = 1



The Susceptible-Infected (SI) model

•Each node is infected with
probability λ if connected to
one or more infected nodes

re-infection is
possible.

λ

= susceptible

= infected
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Time behavior

Barthelemy et al. J.T. Bio. 2005



Epidemic threshold

 The Epidemic threshold is related to the reproduction rate R

 The epidemic threshold is a general result (SIR,SIS, etc.)

ρ

λλ c

Active phase
Absorbing
phase

Finite prevalence
Virus death

ρ=I/N

λ=spreading rate

{λ=(β0 k)/
µ}



•Absence of any
epidemic threshold
(critical point)

•Active state for any
value of  λ

•The infection
pervades the system
whatever spreading
rate

•In infinite systems
the  infection is
infinitely persistent
(indefinite stationary
state)

The healthy phase 
does not exist

Pastor-Satorras &Vespignani, 
PRL 86, 3200(2001)

Heavy-tail graphs

λ c =
<k2>
<k>



Progressive immunization
of crucial nodes

Epidemic threshold is
 reintroduced

[ Pastor Satorras &Vespignani, PRE 65, 036104 (2002)]

[ Dezso & Barabasi cond-mat/0107420; Havlin et al. Preprint (2002)]

Targeted immunization
strategies



Epidemic database updating
 Rumors model

λ

= susceptible

= spreading

= Stifler

After a spreading elements has attempted to
spread the update to a stifler or a spreding neighbors 
α  times it becomes a stifler.



Epidemic database updating 

Broadcast = each elements passes the update to neighbors

Epidemic = the update is spread as an infective agent

E=efficiency=
# updated databases 
# of messages sent

Warning => not deterministic
Not all elements are contacted!!

Trade-offs between efficiency and reliability

Moreno,
Nekovee,Vespignani(03)



One step back…..




